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The LGBTQ Women’s Electorate 
2020 Webinar

Findings based on a nationwide online survey among LGBTQ 
women, with oversamples of Black and Latina LGBTQ women, 
straight women, Black and Latina straight women, transgender 

women, and nonbinary adults.
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Methodology – Survey
• Lake Research Partners designed and administered this survey that was conducted online from June 6 – 14, 2020. The survey reached 

a total of 800 LGBTQ women, with oversamples of 100 Black LGBTQ women, 100 Latina LGBTQ women, 200 transgender women and 
nonbinary adults, 200 straight women, 100 Black straight women, and 100 Latina straight women. 

• The LGBTQ women base sample was weighted by age, educational attainment, and race. The Black LGBTQ women sample was 
weighted by age and party identification. The Latina LGBTQ oversample was weighted by age and party identification. White LGBTQ 
women were weighted by party identification. The Black and Latina LGBTQ women oversamples were weighted down into the base 
LGBTQ women sample to reflect their actual proportion of LGBTQ women nationwide.

• The transgender and nonbinary oversample was weighted slightly by gender, educational attainment, and race. The nonbinary adults
oversample was weighted by age and race. 

• The straight women oversample was weighted by age, region, educational attainment, race, and party identification. The Latina
straight women oversample was weighted by region, educational attainment, and party identification. The Black straight women 
oversample was weighted by age, educational attainment, and party identification. The Black and Latina straight women oversamples 
were weighted down into the straight women sample to reflect their actual proportion of straight women nationwide. 

• The margin of error for the base LGBTQ women sample is +/- 3.5%. The margin of error for the straight women oversample and the 
transgender women and nonbinary adults oversample is +/- 6.9%.
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Demographics of LGBTQ Women

EDUCATION

38%
College Grad 
or Post Grad

PARTY
IDENTIFICATIONAGE

63%

63%

20%

17%

High School or Less 23%
Post-H.S. / Some College 39%

College Graduate

Post-Graduate

23%
15%

Democrat

Republican

Independent

White/Caucasian

Black/AA

Hispanic/Latinx

15%
14%

REGIONRACE

15%65+

LGBTQ IDENTITY

34%Lesbian

Bisexual

Transgender

45%
6%

Asian/PI 6%
Native American 2%

MARITAL STATUS

25%Married

New England 5%
Middle Atlantic 13%

East North Central 14%
West North Central 5%

South Atlantic 20%
East South Central 4%

West South Central 11%
Mountain 8%

Pacific 20%

Unmarried 73%

2016 VOTERS

15%

76%

9%

Trump

Clinton

Third Party

LGBTQ Women 
Who Did 
Not Vote

23%

Under 30 37%
30-39 20%
40-49 8%

21%50-64

Nonbinary

Pansexual

2%
8%

Middle Eastern 2%
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Three Target 
Groups
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Key Groups of LGBTQ Women
• This summer, Project LPAC and Lake Research Partners conducted one of the most in-

depth surveys of LGBTQ women to date. We found three distinct groups of LGBTQ women 
with unique attitudes and opinions:

1. Non-registered voters (19% of LGBTQ women)
2. Registered, committed Biden voters (55% of LGBTQ women)

• We are not analyzing committed Trump voters because they are too small of a group.
3. Registered, non-committed voters (14% of LGBTQ women)

• These LGBTQ women say they are registered to vote, but when asked who they will vote for in the 
2020 Presidential election, they say they are undecided, voting third party, or not planning to vote 
in the 2020 election. 

• LGBTQ women are not a monolith. These distinct groups of LGBTQ women respond 
differently to voting by mail, and have unique issue agendas, top values, and motivations 
to take political action.
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Demographic Breakdown of Targets

Percent of 
Total

Non-registered 
voters Difference

Registered, 
Biden 
voters

Difference
Registered Non-

committed 
voters

Difference

LGBTQ Women <50 64 76 +12 57 -7 78 +14
LGBTQ Women 50+ 36 24 -12 43 +7 22 -14
LGBTQ White Women 63 60 -3 64 +1 54 -9
LGBTQ Black Women 15 11 -4 16 +1 21 +6
LGBTQ Latina Women 14 18 +4 13 -1 15 +1
LGBTQ AAPI Women 6 6 0 5 -1 11 +5
LGBTQ Non-College Women 62 83 +21 52 -10 70 +8
LGBTQ College Ed. Women 38 15 -23 48 +10 29 -9

• Non-registered LGBTQ women voters are more likely to be younger, especially younger white women, and more likely to be non-college 
educated.

• Registered LGBTQ women who are Biden voters are more likely to be older, especially older white women, and college educated. 
• Registered, non-committed LGBTQ women voters are more likely to be younger, and non-college educated. They are also slightly more 

likely to be Black women, especially younger Black women. 

All data among 
LGBTQ women
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Demographic Breakdown of Targets Continued

Percent 
of Total

Non-registered 
voters Difference

Registered, 
Biden 
voters

Difference
Registered Non-

committed 
voters

Difference

Democrat 63 37 -26 87 +24 37 -26
Independent 17 23 +6 9 -8 40 +23
Republican 20 39 +19 5 -15 23 +3
2016 Vote: Clinton 52 13 -39 79 +27 32 -20
2016 Vote: Trump 12 10 -2 2 -10 2 -10
2016 Vote: Third Party 7 5 -2 5 -2 18 +11
2016 Vote: Did Not Vote 23 57 +34 12 -11 36 +13
Employed LGBTQ Women 44 36 -8 48 +4 44 0
Not Employed LGBTQ Women 54 59 +4 52 -2 53 -1
Lost job/wages due to pandemic 23 25 +2 24 +1 20 -3
Household Income Under $50k 55 66 +11 50 -5 58 +3
Household Income $50k 39 20 -19 47 +8 37 -2

• Non-registered LGBTQ women voters are more likely to say they identify as Republicans. However, they are not more 
likely than LGBTQ women overall to say they voted for Trump in 2016, but they are much more likely to have not voted 
at all in 2016. They are also more likely to have an annual household income below $50k.

• Registered LGBTQ women who are Biden voters are more likely to identify as Democrats and have voted for Clinton in 
2016. They are also more likely to have an annual household income above $50k. 

• Registered, non-committed LGBTQ women voters are more likely to identify as Independents, and are more likely to 
have voted third party in 2016 or not voted at all.

All data among 
LGBTQ women
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LGBTQ women are considerably more likely than straight women 
to say they will vote for Biden.

If the 2020 election for President were held today, would you vote for: [ROTATE] Republican Donald Trump, Democrat Joe Biden, or are you undecided, 
voting for someone else, or not going to vote? 

Undecided – lean Biden Undecided – lean Trump

Biden – Not so Strongly Trump – Not so Strongly

Biden – Strongly Trump – Strongly 

44

12 10 7 8

29 26
10 5 11

60

15

44

30

Biden Trump Undecided Someone Else Not Voting Biden Trump Undecided Someone Else Not Voting

LGBTQ Women Straight Women
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Among only registered voters, Biden is the overwhelming 
preference of LGBTQ women who say they will vote.

If the 2020 election for President were held today, would you vote for: [ROTATE] Republican Donald Trump, Democrat Joe Biden, or are you undecided, 
voting for someone else, or not going to vote? 

75

14
7 3

Biden Trump Undecided Someone Else

LGBTQ Women
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Voting
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LGBTQ Women Non-registered Registered Biden Voters Non-committed Registered 
Voters

Vote motivation correlates with registration. Eight-in-ten LGBTQ women 
overall say they are motivated to vote. Non-registered voters are net not 
motivated. Nearly all registered LGBTQ women who are Biden voters say 
they are motivated. 

Some people feel very motivated to vote in this November election while others don't feel motivated at all, and many are in between. 
How about you--how motivated are you to vote in November?

Somewhat Motivated Not too Motivated

Very Motivated Not at all Motivated

62

8
21

33

84

1

35
8

80

17

40
49

96

3

60

38

Motivated Not Motivated Motivated Not Motivated Motivated Not Motivated Motivated Not Motivated

Split Sampled Question
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26

17

24

8

16

5

7

9

7

15

2

31

31

9

23

14

15

11

9

10

6

8

37

33

10

18

15

21

11

3

4

10

1

The system is corrupt or rigged

Dislike the candidates

I'm not interested / don't care

Don't have enough information about
candidates or issues

My vote doesn't matter, doesn't count, or
won't make a difference

Elections do not represent people

Don't have enough time to research candidates
and cast a vote

I keep forgetting to register

Don't have enough information about how to
vote

Not sure

Other

Non-registered LGBTQ women voters 
are most likely to say they don’t feel 
motivated because the system is corrupt 
or rigged or they’re not interested. 

Registered LGBTQ women who are 
Biden voters and not motivated to vote 
say the main reasons are that they 
dislike the candidates and the system is 
corrupt or rigged. 

Non-committed LGBTQ women voters 
say their reasons include they believe 
the system is corrupt or rigged and they 
dislike the candidates. They are more 
likely than other groups to believe that 
elections do not represent people.

[IF SOMEWHAT/NOT MOTIVATED] Of the following, what is the main reason you 
feel only somewhat motivated or not motivated to vote or not sure?

Non-registered voters

Registered Biden voters*

Non-committed registered voters* Split Sampled Question*N<75
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LGBTQ Women Non-registered Registered Biden Voters Non-committed registered 
voters

About half of LGBTQ women say they are planning on voting by mail. A plurality of non-
committed voters are planning to vote by mail, but this is a smaller margin than Biden 
voters. Among the non-registered voters who plan to vote, they are more evenly split 
between voting by mail and voting in person.

How do you plan on voting in the 2020 election in November for President, Congress, and other offices?

I plan on voting by mail if it is an option 
in my state

I plan on voting in-person at a polling 
location

51
32

10 18 21

43

66

30
45

33

7

By Mail In Person Not
Voting

By Mail In Person Not
Voting

By Mail In Person Not
Voting

By Mail In Person Not
Voting

1
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A third of non-registered voters feel they need more information about how to apply and 
vote by mail, and over a quarter of non-committed voters say they need more 
information. 

Do you have enough information about how to apply and vote by mail, or do you need more information about how to apply and vote 
by mail?

I have enough information I need more information

44 33

76

23

53
29

Have Enough Need More Have Enough Need More Have Enough Need More

Non-registered Registered Biden voters Non-committed registered voters
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Non-registered Registered Biden voters Non-committed registered voters

Non-registered and non-committed voters split between feeling concerned and not 
feeling concerned about vote-by-mail. Demographically, Black and Latina LGBTQ women, 
younger LGBTQ women, and Republican LGBTQ women are most concerned about the 
security of vote by mail.

How concerned are you about the security of vote by mail?

Somewhat Concerned A Little Concerned

Very Concerned Not Concerned At All

19 27 15

45
17 20

41 45
33

65

46
42

Concerned Not Concerned Concerned Not Concerned Concerned Not Concerned
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Issues 
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39

21

20

13

24

14

11

9

8

4

2

9

45

37

18

30

19

14

9

6

4

6

4

0

39

27

27

9

29

13

11

7

7

5

3

4

Racism

Healthcare

The economy and jobs

The environment and climate change

LGBTQ equality

Gun control

Education

Immigration

National security

Abortion access

Other

Not sure

Across the three groups of LGBTQ 
women voters, the most important 
issues for elected officials to 
address, other than the current 
coronavirus pandemic, is racism.  

Registered Biden voters are also 
concerned about healthcare and the 
environment and climate change. 

Non-committed voters are more 
likely than the other groups to say 
they are concerned about LGBTQ 
equality.

Non-registered voters have a more 
diffuse agenda, but racism is their 
top concern.

Now, you will see a list of concerns that some people have mentioned. Please indicate 
which one or two you think are the most important issues for elected officials to address, 

other than the current coronavirus pandemic.

Non-registered voters

Registered Biden voters

Non-committed registered voters
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The 2020 
Election
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23

16

3

3

3

2

12

30

18

Better candidate - general

Broken system

Better on race

Eligibility or citizenship

Better on LGBTQ

More information

Other

Nothing

Don't know

Among the LGBTQ women who say they would not vote for President, whether or not they are registered, a 
plurality (30%) say nothing would increase their motivation to vote. Another top response is that the system is 
broken without anything concrete that would make them more motivated (16%). Among those with a 
response, the most motivating is having a better candidate. 

[IF WOULD NOT VOTE] What is the number one thing that would increase 
your motivation to vote for President in the 2020 election?*

LGBTQ Women
Sample sizes too small to analyze other demographics 

*data shown from coded verbatim responses

Made by wordclouds.com 
from verbatim responses 

Among ALL LGBTQ women
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We asked non-registered voters about their preference if they were to vote. Non-registered LGBTQ women say they are 
planning to vote for Biden by an 11-point margin. Over a quarter (26%) are undecided or voting for someone else. Only 
three-in-ten say they are not voting. Among the non-registered LGBTQ women who say they are not planning on voting, 
the thing that would motivate them the most to vote would be a better candidate. About three-in-ten say nothing could 
motivate them to vote, and 17% gave no answer or feel the system is broken. 

If the 2020 election for President were held today, would you vote for: [ROTATE] 
Republican Donald Trump, Democrat Joe Biden, or are you undecided, voting for 

someone else, or not going to vote? 

Undecided – lean Biden Undecided – lean Trump

Biden – Not so Strongly Trump – Not so Strongly

Biden – Strongly Trump – Strongly 

17 12 17 9
29

28
17

Biden Trump Undecided Someone Else Not Voting

Non-registered LGBTQ Women
27

17

3

5

5

2

8

29

17

Better candidate - general

Broken system

Better on race

Eligibility or citizenship

Better on LGBTQ

More information

Other

Nothing

Don't know

[IF WOULD NOT VOTE] What is the number one thing that would 
increase your motivation to vote for President in the 2020 

election?*

*N<75
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23

23

30

22

22

22

12

13

6

20

53

60

42

35

18

19

12

8

3

2

26

12

38

31

27

28

18

9

6

14

A candidate who is a steady leader and listens
to experts

A candidate who can beat Donald Trump

A candidate who will bring about change

A candidate who talks about the issues most
important to you

A candidate who has a clear economic plan for
prosperity

A candidate who takes a stand on LGBTQ issues

A candidate who is committed to LGBTQ
opportunities in his administration

A candidate who is in touch with your life

A candidate who is willing to stand up to China

Not sure

Non-registered and non-
committed voters say a 
candidate who will bring 
about change is the most 
important trait.

LGBTQ women who are Biden 
voters are looking for a 
candidate who can beat 
Donald Trump, and who is a 
steady leader and listens to 
experts. 

When deciding who to vote for in the 2020 Presidential election, which of the following 
traits are most important to you personally? 

Non-registered voters

Registered Biden voters

Non-committed registered voters
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Value 
Statements
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The top concerns of racism and healthcare are reflected in the best testing value statements for LGBTQ women. Leaders 
who will address systemic racial injustice, as well as improve access to healthcare are top tier values. Additionally, a solid 
majority of LGBTQ women strongly agree that their vote in 2020 is more important now than ever due to Trump’s 
performance in general and on the pandemic.

61

59

59

57

56

55

54

54

79

80

74

78

72

80

76

75

Racism in America has gone on for too long in America, and it's time we have a leader who will create the
systems of racial justice that are long overdue

Given the coronavirus pandemic, the federal government must take action to ensure every person in
America has access to healthcare, regardless of their employment status or financial situation*

Given Trump's performance as President, my vote in the 2020 election is more important now than ever*

People of color in America have to face many unfair challenges and often cruel realities. We need politicians
to speak up about these issues, like police violence that makes Black and Brown communities unsafe

Access to vote-by-mail options and safe and sanitary polling places for in-person voters are critical in the
2020 election*

The number of Americans unemployed is the highest it has been since the Great Depression, and the federal
government needs to take action to help average Americans who are struggling to afford basic necessities*

We need political leadership to take action to ensure transgender Americans are not further discriminated
against in healthcare, especially in the time of coronavirus*

Given Trump's performance on the coronavirus pandemic, my vote in the 2020 election is more important
now than ever*

Somewhat agree

Strongly agree *statements split sampled

Please indicate if you agree or disagree with each of the following statements

Findings among ALL LGBTQ women
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Non-registered LGBTQ women voters are most likely to agree with statements concerning how the federal government 
needs to take action to address unemployment, and how political leadership needs to take action to ensure transgender 
Americans are not discriminated against in healthcare, especially during coronavirus.

49

48

47

45

43

73

63

69

71

65

The number of Americans unemployed is the highest it has been since the Great
Depression, and the federal government needs to take action to help average Americans

who are struggling to afford basic necessities*

We need political leadership to take action to ensure transgender Americans are not
further discriminated against in healthcare, especially in the time of coronavirus*

Given the coronavirus pandemic, the federal government must take action to ensure
every person in America has access to healthcare, regardless of their employment status

or financial situation*

Racism in America has gone on for too long in America, and it's time we have a leader
who will create the systems of racial justice that are long overdue

The coronavirus pandemic is making the gap between the richest and the rest of us even
wider than it was before*

Somewhat agree

Strongly agree *statements split sampled

Please indicate if you agree or disagree with each of the following statements

Findings among non-registered voters
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The top statements for LGBTQ women who are Biden voters are that the 2020 election is more important 
now than ever due to Trump’s performance in general and on coronavirus, and that there is a need for a 
leader who will create overdue systems of racial justice.

79

78

73

73

72

72

89

89

88

87

90

89

Given Trump's performance as President, my vote in the 2020 election is
more important now than ever*

Racism in America has gone on for too long in America, and it's time we have
a leader who will create the systems of racial justice that are long overdue

Given Trump's performance on the coronavirus pandemic, my vote in the
2020 election is more important now than ever*

Access to vote-by-mail options and safe and sanitary polling places for in-
person voters are critical in the 2020 election*

Given the coronavirus pandemic, the federal government must take action to
ensure every person in America has access to healthcare, regardless of their

employment status or financial situation*
People of color in America have to face many unfair challenges and often

cruel realities. We need politicians to speak up about these issues, like police
violence that makes Black and Brown communities unsafe

Somewhat agree

Strongly agree
*statements split sampled

Please indicate if you agree or disagree with each of the following statements

Findings among Registered Biden voters
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Non-committed LGBTQ women voters are most likely to agree with statements that say we need leaders who will 
address racist police violence and create systems of racial justice, that the federal government must ensure every 
American has access to healthcare given coronavirus, and that political leadership needs to protect transgender and 
LGBTQ Americans in healthcare. 

47

46

41

38

38

68

67

64

63

63

People of color in America have to face many unfair challenges and often cruel realities.
We need politicians to speak up about these issues, like police violence that makes Black

and Brown communities unsafe

Racism in America has gone on for too long in America, and it's time we have a leader
who will create the systems of racial justice that are long overdue

Given the coronavirus pandemic, the federal government must take action to ensure
every person in America has access to healthcare, regardless of their employment status

or financial situation*

We need political leadership to take action to ensure transgender Americans are not
further discriminated against in healthcare, especially in the time of coronavirus*

We need political leadership to take action to ensure LGBTQ Americans are not further
discriminated against in healthcare, especially in the time of coronavirus*

Somewhat agree

Strongly agree
*statements split sampled

Please indicate if you agree or disagree with each of the following statements

Findings among non-committed registered voters

+45

+50

+43

+48

+37

Net
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Taking Action
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LGBTQ Women Non-registered Registered Biden Voters Non-committed registered 
voters

Interest in taking political action is correlated with registration. Non-registered LGBTQ 
women voters are split in their interest. LGBTQ women who are Biden voters are 
interested by a 57-point margin. Just over a third of non-committed voters say they are 
not interested. 

How interested are you in taking political action, such as voting, calling representatives, signing a petition, or learning more about 
representatives and candidates in your city?

Somewhat Interested A little Interested

Very Interested Not Interested at All

37
12 16 23

48

6
27

14

64

27
39 39

77

19

51

34

Interested Not Interested Interested Not Interested Interested Not Interested Interested Not Interested
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LGBTQ women feel most motivated to take political action because Trump divides everyday Americans and 
disrespects women and people of color, and because Trump was unprepared and did not listen to experts 
about COVID-19, making the economic impact of COVID-19 worse.

55

53

51

49

49

67

64

65

65

65

Donald Trump divides everyday Americans, and disrespects women and people of color*

Donald Trump was unprepared and wouldn't listen to experts about COVID-19*

Because Donald Trump denied and did not respond to COVID-19 right away, our economic losses
of jobs and wages are worse*

Donald Trump's tax cuts gave breaks to the wealthy and big corporations which has resulted in
cuts to Social Security and Medicare*

Donald Trump has tried repeatedly to end the guarantee of affordable healthcare and allow
people to be denied healthcare for pre-existing conditions*

Somewhat more likely

Much more likely 
*statements split sampled

Please indicate if each of the following statements makes you feel more or less likely to take political action, including but not limited to voting. 

Findings among ALL LGBTQ women
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The motivating statements that make LGBTQ women who are non-registered voters feel most motivated to 
take political action are a mix of critiques of Trump and the role of missing LGBTQ voters in elections.

38

32

32

32

31

55

50

52

52

49

Donald Trump divides everyday Americans, and disrespects women and people of color*

Because Donald Trump denied and did not respond to COVID-19 right away, our economic losses
of jobs and wages are worse*

Donald Trump's tax cuts gave breaks to the wealthy and big corporations which has resulted in
cuts to Social Security and Medicare*

Over a quarter of LGBTQ adults did not vote in the 2016 election. These missing LGBTQ voters
could make a difference in the 2020 election

Donald Trump was unprepared and wouldn't listen to experts about COVID-19*

Somewhat more likely

Much more likely 
*statements split sampled

Findings among non-registered voters

+39

+33

+35

+38

+28

Net

Please indicate if each of the following statements makes you feel more or less likely to take political action, including but not limited to voting. 
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The top three motivating statements for LGBTQ women who are Biden voters focus on critiques of Trump, specifically 
around Trump’s divisive tactics and his response to coronavirus. These statements are intensely motivating to this 
cohort. 

74

74

72

69

65

84

85

85

82

79

Donald Trump divides everyday Americans, and disrespects women and people of color*

Donald Trump was unprepared and wouldn't listen to experts about COVID-19*

Because Donald Trump denied and did not respond to COVID-19 right away, our economic losses
of jobs and wages are worse*

Donald Trump has tried repeatedly to end the guarantee of affordable healthcare and allow
people to be denied healthcare for pre-existing conditions*

Donald Trump's tax cuts gave breaks to the wealthy and big corporations which has resulted in
cuts to Social Security and Medicare*

Somewhat more likely

Much more likely 
*statements split sampled

Findings among registered Biden voters

Please indicate if each of the following statements makes you feel more or less likely to take political action, including but not limited to voting. 
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The top tier of motivating statements for non-committed voters also include Trump’s divisive tactics and Trump’s 
response to coronavirus, but critiques on Trump aren’t the only motivating concepts. Non-committed voters are 
uniquely concerned about the lack of a national paid leave program during the pandemic, voter suppression, and the 
severe economic impacts many Americans are facing during the pandemic. 

36

34

32

31

29

29

48

53

44

44

49

52

Donald Trump divides everyday Americans, and disrespects women and people of color*

With schools and childcare centers closed and no national paid leave program, parents have
struggled to balance their work and childcare responsibilities*

Donald Trump was unprepared and wouldn't listen to experts about COVID-19*

Donald Trump's tax cuts gave breaks to the wealthy and big corporations which has resulted in
cuts to Social Security and Medicare*

Certain politicians who want to take away Americans' voices have worked to suppress votes*

Many Americans have lost their jobs or wages, and struggle to put food on the table and pay their
bills*

Somewhat more likely

Much more likely 
*statements split sampled

Please indicate if each of the following statements makes you feel more or less likely to take political action, including but not 
limited to voting. 

Findings among non-committed registered voters

+34

+35

+27

+27

+31

+27

Net
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LGBTQ Issues 
and 
Representation
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LGBTQ Women Non-registered Registered Biden Voters Non-committed registered 
voters

While no group thinks Trump is better on LGBTQ issues, a majority of non-registered voters and non-
committed voters believe that neither Joe Biden nor Donald Trump is better on LGBTQ issues. 
Demographically, the LGBTQ women who are most likely to say neither candidate is better are Latinas, 
younger LGBTQ women, non-college grads, Independents and Republicans, and suburban women.

Which candidate, if any, do you believe is better on LGBTQ issues?

Biden – Somewhat Better Trump – Somewhat Better

Biden – Much Better Trump – Much Better 

41

7
29

5
18 7

52

7

65

12 1 6

75

14
9

30

11

87

0
10

2

Biden Trump Neither Both
Equally

Biden Trump Neither Both
Equally

Biden Trump Neither Both
Equally

Biden Trump Neither Both
Equally

57
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LGBTQ Women Non-registered Registered Biden Voters Non-committed registered 
voters

All groups think that a candidate’s past voting record on LGBTQ issues is important when 
deciding who to vote for in a federal election. Biden voters think so by the widest margin 
and with the most intensity. 

When deciding which candidate to vote for in a federal election like President, Senator, or Representative, how important is that 
candidate's past voting record on LGBTQ issues?

Somewhat Important A little Important

Very Important Not Important at All

41

4
27

5

48
35

5

77

16

59

23

87

10

65

24

Important Not Important Important Not Important Important Not Important Important Not Important
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